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Principle: COMPASSION PROGRESS JUSTICE PARTICIPATION

Examples: •  Food pantry

•  Crisis relief

•  Religious services

•  Shelters

•  Education and mentoring

•  Job training

•  Building homes

•  Personal growth  
and spirituality

•  Purchasing books  
and computers

•  Scholarships

•  Policy/legal reform

•  Advocacy

•  Public education reform

•  Research

•  Campaigns  
(e.g. stop smoking)

•  Leadership programs

•  Community development 
corporations (CDCs)

•  Community organizing

•  Giving circles

•  Convening

•  Coalitions

Impulse: Alleviates  
Human Suffering

Maximizes  
Human Potential

Solves  
Social Problems

Builds  
Community

Philosophy: Feed  
the  

Hungry

Teach the  
Hungry  
to Fish

Attack  
Causes  

of Hunger

Why Does  
This Community  

Tolerate Hunger?

Advantages: •  Draws attention to key 
social issues

•  Alleviates urgent and  
critical needs

•  Responds quickly to 
unforeseen events

•  Offers simple and 
accessible ways to  
relieve donors’ urge  
to “do something”

•  More lasting efforts

•  Builds people’s assets to 
become more effective 
in directing their life and 
meeting their own needs

•  Encourages  
self-responsibility  
rather than dependency

•  Deals with root causes  
of problems

•  Most lasting and 
comprehensive impact  
if successful

•  Highest leverage of 
philanthropic dollars

•  Innovative—experiments 
with alternative solutions  
to social problems

•  Fosters collaboration 
through conferences, 
networking, and  
coalition-building

•  Empowers organizations  
and communities

•  Builds trust

•   Builds more reflective  
and resourceful  
local communities

•  Recognizes local assets

Challenges: •  Need is limitless

•  Fails to address  
root causes

•  Focuses on symptoms

•  Typically short-lived

•  Can disempower people 
through dependence

•  What if there is a fence 
around the pond?

•   Often benefits the  
well-situated or  
highly motivated

•  Receptivity to  
training varies

•  Must guard against  
the “we know better  
than you” attitude

•  Who decides what  
must be reformed?

•  Highest risk of failure

•  Hard to identify & 
implement comprehensive  
solutions

•  Does discourse lead  
to action?

•   Difficult to render into 
measurable outcomes

•  Takes time to create  
visible impact

GIVING AS  
RELIEF

GIVING AS  
IMPROVEMENT

GIVING AS  
SOCIAL REFORM

GIVING AS CIVIC  
ENGAGEMENT


